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East Asia 
THE QUR’ANIC CONCEPT OF UMMA 
AND ITS FUNCTION IN PHILIPPINE 
MUSLIM SOCIETY. By George C. Decasa. In- 
terreligious and Intercultural Investigations, I .  
Rome: Editrice Pontifica Universith Gregoriana, 
1999. Pp. xv + 440.  $26.00, ISBN 

Decasa’s book represents a truly ambitious 
endeavor to locate local developments of one 
major concept in southeast Asian Islamic 
thought within the discourses of classical and 
modem exegetical scholarship in the wider Mus- 
lim world. In doing this, he undertakes an exten- 
sive review of the way in which the term umma 
may be understood from the text of the Qur’an it- 
self, as well as in various works of what he posits 
to be representative commentary literature. To 
this is conjoined a historical sketch of the devel- 
opment of this term in the history of Islam in the 
Philippines. Unfortunately, the work of integrat- 
ing these two potentially independent studies 
into a more seamless synthesis is not completely 
effective, and one is left with something of the 
sense that they remain two separate works bound 
together. The vast amount of material contained 
in this volume makes it a potential resource for 
scholars working in the areas of Qur’anic studies 
and the history of Islam in southeast Asia. In this 
respect, it will be more appealing to specialized 
readerships within Islamic studies than to gener- 
alists and comparativists working in broader 
contexts of the academic study of religion. 
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R. Michael Feener 
Reed College 
Portland, OR 97202 RSR 

DANCE OF LIFE: POPULAR MUSIC AND 
POLITICS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. By Craig 
Lockard. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 
1998. Pp.  xix + 390.  $29.95,  ISBN 

This book is a welcome addition to the avail- 
able scholarly resources on music and culture in 
Southeast Asia. The book examines an impres- 
sively broad range of topics that few other schol- 
ars could handle with as much firsthand experi- 
ence as Lockard. The first chapter, “Popular Cul- 
ture and Music in the Modem World,” presents a 
theoretical grounding and explains different 
schools of thought for studying the role of popu- 
lar musical culture in contemporary society. This 
detailed discussion stands out in particular for 
citing numerous scholars from outside Europe 
and the United States. Important basic historic, 
economic, and demographic data are provided 
for Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Malay- 
sia, and Singapore, creating a framework for the 
presentation of political and popular music de- 
velopments in each of these countries. Transla- 
tions of important popular song lyrics and small 
photographs add to the usefulness of the text. 
Lockard presents a tremendous amount of infor- 
mation on popular musicians and includes 100 
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pages of notes and bibliography. This book 
would make an ideal textbook for a university 
course dealing with popular music or contempo- 
rary Southeast Asian societies. 

James D. Chopyak 
California State University 
Sacramento. CA 95819-6015 RSR 

MUSIC OFDEATH ANDNEW CREATION: 

NESE GAMELAN BELEGANJOR. By Mi- 
chael B. Bakan. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1999. Pp. xxiv + 384; halftones, tables, 
compact  disc. Cloth,  $60.00, ISBN 
0-226-03487-9;  paper, $30.00, ISBN 

This is a detailed, well-written, and wonder- 
ful book. It focuses on Gamelan Beleganjor, one 
of the more than twenty different kinds of per- 
cussion orchestras found in Bali. Historically, 
Belnganjor was used as a marching ensemble 
that played an indispensable part in Balinese 
death ritual processions. However, this tradi- 
tional use is not the book‘s focus. Bakan explains 
how this ensemble and music have recently 
gained new prominence in Bali, developing new 
musical styles (new creations) used in popular 
public competitions. In addition to examining 
the music and the changing cultural functions of 
this energetic music, he provides useful insights 
into the backgrounds, training, and status of 
prominent Beleganjor performers and compos- 
ers. The book comes with a useful compact disc 
of short music examples that highlight the text. 
This is much more than just a book about music. 
Bakan wisely incorporates his personal experi- 
ences in Bali into the narrative as he deals with 
how “cultural outsiders” are influenced by their 
own field experiences. He addresses a wide 
range of topics, which makes the book useful to a 
broad range of readers. Anyone interested in mu- 
sic, cross-cultural fieldwork, cultural change, 
and adaptation will find this book well worth 
reading. 

EXPERIENCES IN THE WORLD OFBALI- 
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James D. Chopyak 
Calqornia State University 
Sacramento, CA 95819-6015 RSR 

THE POLITICS OF RITUAL AND RE- 
MEMBRANCE: LAOS SINCE 1975. By 
Grant Evans. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
Press, 1998. Pp. vi + 216; plates. $20.00, ISBN 

This book addresses the question of how the 
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, which polit- 
ical anthropologist Evans describes as a 
“post-socialist” state, has tried to organize social 
memory and construct a new national narrative 
in the aftermath of an extremely destructive civil 
war and the more recent “destruction of commu- 
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remembrance that are promoted by the state, 
those that are suppressed, and those that cannot 
be suppressed and must therefore be transformed 
in ways that appear to support the revolution. His 
discussion is well situated in the scholarly litera- 
ture of mainland Southeast Asia, especially the 
Theravada states, and is therefore likely to be 
most interesting to scholars of this region. But he 
frames his questions in theories of ritual, revolu- 
tion, nationalism, and the construction of social 
memory more generally, so the book will be of 
broader, comparative interest as well. It is writ- 
ten in aclear, straightforward style, with shortish 
chapters that take up different forms of political 
ritual and ritual practice in sequence (e.g., state 
holidays, the personality cult of political leaders, 
Buddhist practice, Lao royalty, statues and mu- 
seums, national education, etc.). Although the 
book focuses on the postrevolutionary period, 
Evans builds on historical material dating back to 
the pre-colonial period. In this way it is a useful, 
general upper-level introduction to the politics 
and history of contemporary Laos. 

Lindsay French 
Rhode Island School of Design 
Providence, RI 02903 RSR 

SHIFTING SHAPE, SHAPING TEXT: 
PHILOSOPHY AND FOLKLORE IN THE 
FOX KOAN. By Steven Heine. Honolulu: Uni- 
versity of Hawai’i Press, 1999. Pp. xiii + 295; 
plates. Cloth, $58.00, ISBN 0-8248-21 50-5; pa- 
per, $31.95, ISBN 0-8248-2197-1. 

In two parts and six chapters, the author ex- 
plores the mythological, ritual, and philosophi- 
cal implications of the fox-koan, a story told 
about the Zen master Pai-chang (749-814) and a 
shape-shifting fox who appears as a monk, hav- 
ing been condemned to eons of rebirths for a mis- 
understanding of the doctrine of causality. 
Pai-chang corrects his wrong views and the 
foxhonk is liberated and dies, changing back 
into his fox shape. In this shape, he is then 
granted a full Buddhist funeral, to the amaze- 
ment of the monastic community. There are 
many important and interlocking themes in this 
story, which appear in renowned koan collec- 
tions and have been interpreted many times: fox 
folklore, possession and exorcism, ritual propri- 
ety, the doctrines of causation and rebirth, as well 
as problems of the interaction of popular religion 
and Zen scholasticism. Heine explores all these 
themes, both in separate chapters and interlock- 
ing arguments, throwing light on the realities and 
discourse of Zen in medieval China and Japan. A 
must for the student of Zen and medieval Eastem 
religions. 

Livia Kohn 
Boston University 
Boston, MA02215 RSR 

nism as a historical project.” The issues that Ev- 
ans (one of the few contemporary scholars who 
really know Laos well) takes up are of central im- 

PROPHETS OF PEACE: PACIFISM AND 
CULTURAL IDENTITY IN JAPAN’S NEW 

portkce in any post&oluti6nary state: how a 
new national narrative is to be constructed when 
many recent and powerful memories must be 
suppressed. Evan’s analysis focuses on rituals of 

RELIGIONS. By Robert Kisala. Honolulu: 
University ofHawai’i Press, 1999. Pp. viii +242; 
plates. Cloth, $49.00, ISBN 0-8248-2228-5; pa- 
per, $24.95, ISBN 0-8248-2267-6. 


